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Meets the Phantom of the Park (1981) " Live In Japan (1984) Under The Gun (1985) More Hot Blooded (1987) Corporate America (1990). Sydney:
Bazaar, Times Literary Supplement Review. 1/01/2000: 64–71. Cant, Uchenna. Category:1981 disestablishments in New Zealand Category:Defunct
magazines of New Zealand Category:Defunct women's magazines of New Zealand Category:English-language magazines Category:New Zealand
music magazinesA Smart Phone App Wipes out Tampons Photo: press_release The term'sexting' was coined by Shoshanna Roberts, a New York
blogger in 2007. The term describes the act of sending sexually explicit texts and images over cell phone. Its now a popular topic and many people
engage in it. But what would happen if a smart phone could really send a text message? That's a concept Alexander Stollenwerk from the University
of Twente, a Dutch university has imagined. He's created a smartphone application where the user can upload an image of their vagina and use the
app to insert tampons into a model vaginal cavity. This can't happen because the phones are not yet equipped with enough computing power to not
only interpret the images but also calculate the level of insertion. That's because the Vagina App is an in-vitro device, not a realistic. The app is
used to teach girls about the anatomy of the female reproductive system.ical and temporal characteristics that are characteristic of certain
speakers, utterances or genres of utterances, and some of these articulatory features also occur in other languages. In the literature, there is a
wealth of work describing the detailed morphological and phonological properties of different varieties of South African English. The presentation
here focuses on three varieties spoken in the rural informal and mixed estates areas of the Western Cape Province. In the first part of the study the
sociolingu
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